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Introduction 

 

This note uses two frameworks to present publicly available fire growth data for four recent fires that grew beyond control of fire agencies in East Gippsland 

between November 2019 and January 2020.   

 

Framework 1 A bushfire agency’s roles are to prevent and suppress fire. For a given site and a given fire, both roles require decisions and budget and 

appropriate resources. If a decision is made to prevent and suppress a given site or fire or not to do so, the agency is responsible for the outcomes and the 

consequences. In the case of bushfires, if the decision is made to contain or defer containment of its spread, the fire agency is accountable for outcome and 

consequences because it is required to consider these things in the decision-making process.  

 

Framework 2 Best practice forest fire suppression has derived from accumulated wisdom of forest managers in several continents charged with protecting 

the commercial values of their forests and public liability to adjacent citizens.  

• The best practice initial suppression strategy for a lightning fire in a dry forest early in the fire season can be summarised as “hit hard and keep small 

on night 1”.  

Today’s resources allow responses that restrict spread rate with aircraft and lock in perimeter with mineral earth break, done with hand tools or dozer or both. 

Then black it out to 60m depth and patrol.  

If the initial strategy either fails or is not attempted, a back-up plan is implemented.  

• The best practice backup plan is to confine it within defined control lines and burn it out to the fire edge. Brush up existing tracks and cut new tracks 

with dozers. Two or three large dozers can surround a 20 km perimeter in 2 – 3 days. Make use of existing tracks can take less. Get aerial resources to 

restrict spread.  

The aims of the initial “keep it small” strategy and the subsequent back up strategy are to prevent the fire ever getting out of control, ie, beyond designated 

control lines.   

 



A “let it run” strategy can be a legitimate best practice late in the fire season when fire intensity is low, when flames will self-extinguish in gullies and at 

tracks there is no present or future danger to assets or people in the expected spread zone.  It can be a temporary best practice strategy during out of control 

flame spread when active suppression threatens fire fighter safety.  

 

Using these frameworks, we can subsequently examine evidence of degree of committed attempts at containment.   

What did fire controller believe would stop this fire, now that it was left to run during the summer months?  

Have these communities been prepared for a bushfire attack this year?  

Will they now be prepared?  

Why was each fire not stopped at 20 or 50 ha within the first week?  .  

Why not? Adequate resources were not allocated?  Seek documentary evidence.  

Will evacuated houses be defended?  

How many tankers per town?   

 

This note is in two parts. Part 1 documents the growth of the four fires and Part 2 focused on the W Tree fire growth and escape.  

 

The terrain of each fire under investigation is dissected with parallel and cross running ridgelines and gullies, and management tracks exist at varying density. 

Construction of tracks at fire edge or indirect containment tracks is feasible. Use of gullies as wet containment lines is not reliable.  

     

The note documents publicly available information about when and where the fires started, how they grew, deduced suppression strategy, and control line 

types and location.   

 

  



Part 1   

 

24 November 2019  

Map 1 shows where several lighting strikes were reported on or before 24 November, 2019. Some were suppressed. This report focuses on the four that grew.  

Unless noted, each map that follows is kept approx the same scale to allow a consistent perspective, despite different base maps.  Apologies for varying 

quality of the different maps. 

 

    
Map 1 Location of reported lightning strikes. Yellow outlines are the fires that grew, overlaid from Map 2.   



29 November, 2019 

 

   
Map 2 Four fires either escaped initial or back up control or were allowed to run.   

  

Barmouth fire 

Ignited in remote part of large forest area. 

This expected initial strategy either failed or was not attempted.  

After 1 week, Barmouth fire travels some 5 km towards SE and 5 km to north and has grown to 2,200ha, with perimeter over 20 km.  

Entire perimeter is expanding.   

Back up plan is urgently required and expected on entire perimeter 

This back up strategy has either not been attempted or has failed.  

Consequence of suppression inaction: Barmouth fire will grow organically and run with each wind change. Surrounding settlements are at risk of ember attack. Large 

runs are possible during prolonged strong wind periods. Will take fire towards distant settlements. If settlements have not been bushfire-protected, fire fighters and residents 

are at risk if they defend houses. Therefore, priority must be to prevent fire spread towards them.   

 

Ensay fire 

Ignited in middle of forest block.  

W Tree fire 

Ensay fire 

Barmouth fire 

Bruthen fire  



This expected initial strategy either failed or was not attempted.  

After 1 week, Ensay fire travels some 5 km towards SE, 5 km to west and 5 km to north and has grown to 3,100ha, with perimeter over 25 km.  

Western edge has been stopped at cleared farmland.  

Perimeter is expanding into forest on 2/3 of perimeter.  

Back up plan is urgently required and expected on expanding perimeter.  

Consequence of suppression inaction: Ensay fire will grow organically and run with each wind change. Surrounding settlements are at risk of ember attack. Large runs 

are possible during prolonged strong wind periods. Will take fire towards distant settlements. If settlements have not been bushfire-protected, fire fighters and residents are at 

risk if they defend houses. Therefore, priority must be to prevent fire spread towards them.   

 

Bruthen fire 

Ignited near main road in large forest block.  

This expected initial strategy either failed or was not attempted.  

After 1 week, Bruthen fire travels some 15 km towards NW, N and NE and has grown to 9,200ha, with perimeter over 60 km.  

Entire perimeter has been contained, as subsequent maps show. No further perimeter growth occurred.   

This back up strategy has been successfully applied.  

Consequence of suppression inaction: Barmouth fire will grow organically and ran with each wind change. Surrounding settlements are at risk of ember attack. Large 

runs are possible during prolonged strong wind periods. Will take fire towards distant settlements. If settlements have not been bushfire-protected, fire fighters and residents 

are at risk if they defend houses. Therefore, priority must be to prevent fire spread towards them.   

 

W Tree fire 

Ignited in middle of remote forest area.  

This expected initial strategy either failed or was not attempted.  

After 1 week, W Tree fire travels some 10 km west, stopping at W Tree settlement, 10km north stopping at cleared farmland, 10km S, heading towards cleared farmland, and 

2km east down to the Snowy River. It has grown to 10,700ha, with perimeter over 60 km.  

The problem side of this fire is the remote forest east of the Snowy River.  

The absolute priority should be to prevent any spotting across the Snowy.  

Unfortunately, by now, several spot fires have grown large east of the Snowy, travelling up to a few km already.   

Back up plan is urgently required and expected to stop their perimeters expanding further east.  

Subsequent maps show that fire expansion on eastern side was confined by cleared farmland.  

Consequence of suppression inaction: W Tree fire will grow organically and run easterly with each wind change. Threatened settlements are scores of km distant. 

Plenty of opportunity to stop fire’s run within wilderness area.  

Victoria’s recent history shows that large runs are possible during prolonged strong wind periods in this area. This will take fire towards distant settlements. Surely that will 

not happen again, here.  

Nevertheless, if settlements have not been bushfire-protected, fire fighters and residents are at risk if they defend houses. Therefore, priority for planning must be to prevent 

fire spread towards them.  

 



20 to 26 December Map 3 Collection  Fire spread of all four fires after 29 November  

    
Morning of the severe weather day 20 December      21 December   Aftermath of the severe weather day  

 

      
22 December   Aftermath of the severe weather day      26 December 2019 

Map 3 Yellow line is extent of each fire on 29 Nov. Blue line is extent of W Tree fire on 20 Dec   

 

Comment: The Map 3 collection shows no obvious evidence of restricting fire spread in three of the four fires since 29 November. Documentary evidence in fire 

control plans, incident reports, etc will reveal extent of fire agency commitment to stop fire spread, their guiding strategies and their consideration of consequences of their 

actions or inactions. The people will adjudge their actions and bring them to account. Outcomes suggest suppression failure. 



30 December  Morning of the severe weather day 

The Wingan fire came to our attention in afternoon of 29 Nov. It was not suppressed that day. What suppression activity was deployed?  

It ran to the coast on 30 Dec under N winds  

 
Map 4 Yellow line is extent of each fire on 29 Nov. Green is extent all fires on 29 Dec   

 

 

 

 

 



31 December  6.30am  

Six breakaway tongues from W Tree fire and two from the Barmouth fire have occurred during afternoon of 30 Dec and overnight.  

 

 
 

Map 5 Yellow line is extent of each fire on 29 Nov. Green is extent all fires on 29 Dec   

 

 

Comment: My training and experience is that (1) containment lines breach when there are inadequate resources on the fire edge, (2) that medium 

distance spot fires run when there is no effective suppression or there is zero suppression on site, and (3) that tongues develop from uncontained perimeters at 

will.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

The NW wind kept up overnight on 

30 Dec and by 6.30am on 31 Dec, the 

W Tree fire showed six escape 

tongues had spread up to 10 to 20km 

from yesterday’s fire edge.   

There were also two escapes from the 

Barmouth fire - an escaped tongue on 

the west side and a growing spot fire 

that started a few km downwind from 

the fire edge and now running 

towards Nowa Nowa. 

 

The Wingan fire ran to the coast on 

30 Dec under N winds  

 

By 6.30 am, the wind was from NW 

inland and from SW near coast    

 



Dec 31  11.30 am 

 
Map 6 Yellow line is extent of each fire on 29 Nov. Green is extent all fires on 29 Dec   

 

The four tongues somehow combined to spread towards Cann river some 50 km away in 5 hours 

Assuming the mapping is accurate, this is an average spread rate of 10 kph. Fire spread of an individual flame front through this tall forest would struggle to reach 1 kph. This 

suggests a mass-broad area ember dump may have occurred, possibly induced by tornadic fire activity when four tongues of flame run close together in parallel. This 

possibility needs to be verified with evidence that the fire agencies may have collected.  

A substantial tongue escaped from the Ensay fire and ran past Buchan towards Orbost.  

A new spot fire ignited NE of Orbost, several km downwind of nearest fire edge.  

Thus, we know of ten documented escapes from the fire complex.  

Most were breaches of containment lines or expansions of fire edges not yet under containment.  

Two were spot fires that ignited up to several km downwind from nearest fire edge.    

NOTE: The fire areas on map updates are not necessarily solid with flame. They are most likely the outer limits of the most distant spot fire ignitions. This can be confirmed 

by IR maps.   

 



1 January 2020 

 
Map 7  Yellow line is extent of each fire on 29 Nov. Green is extent all fires on 29 Dec   

 

Relevant questions are:   

Could these escapes have been prevented on 30 and 31 December? No – it is beyond the capability of suppression agencies. 

Evidence to date suggests fire agencies did not understand that such fire spread as this could only have been prevented by stopping their expansion during the 

benign weather of early December. This missed opportunity, despite access to adequate resources is not acceptable.   

 



Part 2  Spread of the W Tree fire up to 26 Dec    

 

 
Map 8 derives from Map 9 Collection   

Yellow line = fire edge on 29 November, light blue = fire edge on 20 Dec, dark blue = fire edge on 21 Dec, green = fire edge on 22 Dec, orange = fire edge on 26 December 

 

These isochrones show the eastern edge expanded unrestrained for 1 month. They put a back-burn line along plateau edge between 22 and 26 Dec 

 

 

 

 

5 km 



Map 9 Collection 

  

    
26 Dec         28 Dec  

    
30 Dec, 1pm         30 Dec, 2.30pm  

 

 

 

  

  



 
30 Dec  9 pm  

 

Map 9 Collection orange = fire edge on 26 December 

The bulbous fire spread on Dec 28 was a probable escape on both sides of the containment line.  

The fire perimeter edge on 30 Dec morning a short length of “wet” line along Roger River and the rest was freely burning. part Roger River.  

The new backburn line does not yet qualify as a containment line. This line escaped a short distance by 1.30pm on 30 Dec, a severe weather day.  

By 2.30pm, it had spotted across the deep Yalmy valley and several tongues were appearing along the southern edge of the uncontained fire perimeter on the plateau.   

 

 

Comment: During the benign December weather, the fire spread approx 13km to the NE over 3 weeks, and another 3 km over the final week, averaging 

500m per day along the tall forest plateau. It expanded at a leisurely pace to 10 km width.    

Several tracks traverse the area which could have been used as control lines. If they were so used, they were apparently unable to stop a 500m per day fire. It 

would indeed be reckless if authorities did not try to stop its spread for an entire month during mild weather. If they did try, it would be incompetence if they 

failed each time.  

Dec 20 was a severe weather day, but a few parts of the perimeter only spread 2 or 3 km on that day. Evidence of suppression activity that day is wanting. 

Nevertheless, there is evidence they brought a burnt line out to the plateau edge by 26 November, four days before a severe weather day.  

 

The key question to be answered in regard to the W Tree fire is this – why after one month of slowly expanding perimeter was there so much uncontained 

edge exposed on two successive severe weather days in a droughted area at the start of the bushfire season.     

 

 

 

 


